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Abstract
Mass Spectrometry has become one of the most popular analysis techniques in Genomics and Systems Biology. We investigate
a general framework that allows the alignment (or matching) of any two mass spectra. In particular, we examine the alignment
of a reference mass spectrum generated in silico from a database, with a measured sample mass spectrum. In this context, we
assess the significance of alignment scores for character-specific cleavage experiments, such as tryptic digestion of amino acids.
We present an efficient approach to estimate this significance, with runtime linear in the number of detected peaks. In this context,
we investigate the probability that a random string over a weighted alphabet contains a substring of some given weight.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Mass Spectrometry is one of the most popular analysis techniques in the emerging field of Systems Biology [1]:
The analysis of peptide fingerprints and tandem mass spectra for protein identification and de novo sequencing is
performed daily in thousands of laboratories around the world. The efficiency of this analysis technique is mainly due
to its unique accuracy: Masses of sample molecules can be determined with an accuracy of parts of a neutron mass.
One central problem in the interpretation of mass spectrometry data is the matching of mass spectra: Usually,
we are given some sample mass spectrum and a set of reference mass spectra (typically generated in silico from a
sequence database), and we want to know which of the reference mass spectra fits best to the sample mass spectrum.
To compute such peak matchings, we investigate a general framework that allows to align any two spectra and give
examples on how to score such alignments.
As the other main contribution of this paper, we assess the quality of such an alignment: We develop a framework
for efficiently computing p-values for restriction-type experiments, such as tryptic digestion of amino acids also
known as peptide mass fingerprinting [2]. We also report preliminary results for tandem mass spectrometry data
(MS/MS, see [3]). Here one often wants to determine the amino acid sequence without using a sequence database
(peptide de novo sequencing); but then, we can use our approach of aligning mass spectra to accurately discriminate
between candidate sequences generated by an de novo sequencing algorithm [4].
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substring of given weight. This question has been frequently addressed using heuristics and approximations [5,6] in
order to analyze mass spectrometry data. We present a surprisingly simple recurrence relation that allows exact and
efficient computation of these fragment occurrence probabilities.
We believe that the two-step process of first aligning spectra, then assessing the significance of the alignment—
which has proven useful in the context of string alignments—is also beneficial for the analysis of mass spectrometry
data. First, the flexibility of scoring schemes allows to adjust to an application’s peculiarities with a maximal degree
of freedom. Second, certain scoring schemes emerge quite naturally in a statistical context. Third, alignment scores
themselves are often quite useless for protein identification, because long proteins usually achieve better scores than
short ones. Our approach allows an efficient estimation of the p-value of an alignment score taking into account
protein lengths, and therefore combines the advantages of alignments and stochastic analysis. Note that MASCOT
[5,7], the most popular program for peptide mass fingerprinting, approaches this problem by a heuristic estimation of
such p-values.
Related work. The problem of aligning mass spectra is clearly related to the well-known Longest Common Subse-
quence Problem.
Similar approaches were used for physical map comparison [8] and aligning gel electrophoresis patterns [9,10], as
well as matching tree ring data [11], but only [12] contains a comparable approach for aligning mass spectra, and uses
edit distances with restricted gaps. We would like to stress that there is no correspondence between our approach, and
“spectral alignments” introduced in [13].
The significance or probability of mass spectrum matchings has been considered using a two-step stochastic
process [14], a hypothesis testing formulation [15], and using empirical statistics [16].
2. Definition of the model
Solely for readability, we limit our attention to ionization methods that predominantly produce single charged ions,
such as MALDI [17]. This allows us to talk about the mass m of a molecule, instead of its mass-to-charge ratio m/z.
We can compute the mass of a biomolecule in silico, simply summing up the masses of its atoms. Mass spectrom-
etry allows to estimate molecule masses with an exceptionally high accuracy such as 0.1 Dalton (Da), about one tenth
the mass of a neutron. Still and all, measured masses usually differ from those theoretically predicted.
When comparing simulated and measured mass spectra, we have to take into account the resolution constraint of
mass spectrometers: In theory, glutamine residues with sum formula C5H8N2O2 have a mass of 128.1315 . . . Da,
while lysine residues with sum formula C6H12N2O have a mass of 128.1752 . . . Da, for natural isotopic distribution.
If two molecules have almost identical masses, the corresponding peaks may overlap in the measured mass spectrum,
and ultimately create a joint peak with mass somewhere in-between the two original masses. This effect is hard to
predict in silico, because it is highly dependent on a multitude of parameters, such as mass spectrometer settings, and
one usually predicts the reference spectrum ignoring this effect.
In the following, we further simplify matters by assuming that a mass spectrum is a set of peaks. Every peak has a
mass, and eventually other attributes such as intensity, signal-to-noise ratio or area-under-curve.
Definition 1. A mass spectrum or peak-list of length n is a list S = {p1, . . . , pn} of peaks pi ∈M×A. Every such
peak has a mass mi ∈M⊆ R and possibly other attributes (ai,1, . . . , ai,k) ∈A, k  0. A spectrum is sorted by mass,
that is, mi < mj whenever i < j , 1 i, j  |S|.
Working with peak lists is a widely used simplification when analyzing mass spectra, and implies that an efficient
peak detection algorithm has been applied to the raw data of a sample mass spectrum, differentiating between peaks
and background “noise”.
Example 2. The simplest representation of a peak is its mass. ThenM= R and A= ∅. If we also like to consider the
relative intensity of a peak (compared to the other peaks in the same spectrum), we could set M= R and A= [0,1].
A peak pi would then be a tuple (mi, ai,1) of mass mi and intensity ai,1.
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mass spectrum and show additional and missing peaks.
Mass spectrometry measures the masses of sample molecules. For peptides as well as nucleotides, these molecules
can be viewed as strings over the (amino acid or nucleic acid) alphabet, and the weight of a string is simply the sum
of weights of its characters.
Definition 3. A weighted alphabet Σ is a finite alphabet together with a character weight function μ :Σ → R. We can
extend the domain of μ to strings s = s1 . . . sn ∈ Σ∗ by defining μ(s) :=∑ni=1 μ(si). We set μmin := minσ∈Σ μ(σ)
and μmax := maxσ∈Σ μ(σ) for the smallest and greatest character mass in Σ .
Depending on the experimental settings, there exists a maximal mass mmax ∈ R such that no masses above mmax
are present in any mass spectrum: for example, mmax ≈ 3000 for tryptic digestion experiments. Then,M := [0,mmax]
is the peak mass range of interest, and lmax := mmax/μmin	 is the maximal length of a fragment that we can detect.
Example 4. Consider the amino acid alphabet Σ = {A,C, . . . ,W,Y}. For natural isotopic distribution, the masses (in
Dalton, four digits accuracy) of some of the characters are:
σ A (Ala) C (Cys) D (Asp) E (Glu) . . . W (Trp) Y (Tyr)
μ(σ) 71.0371 103.0092 115.0269 129.0426 . . . 186.0793 163.0633
int. μ(σ) 710 1030 1150 1290 . . . 1861 1631
We will sometimes require that all masses are natural numbers. To this end, we round the true masses to integers
using some mass accuracy Δ ∈ R: Above we have denoted integer masses for Δ = 0.1. In this discrete case, M :=
{0, . . . ,mmax} is the mass range of interest, for example M = {0,1, . . . ,30 000} for tryptic digestion and accuracy
Δ = 0.1.
In Section 5, we investigate mass spectra that come from biochemical experiments involving character-specific
cleavage, such as tryptic digestion of amino acids. A mathematical formalism for such cleavage was introduced in
[18]. We restate the definition.
Definition 5. Given a sample string s ∈ Σ∗ and a cleavage character x ∈ Σ , a substring y ∈ (Σ −{x})∗ is a fragment
of s if xyx is a substring of xsx.
Such fragments correspond to complete cleavage of the string, but the methods presented below can be easily
extended to take into account partial as well as incomplete cleavage.
Given a reference string, it is straightforward to compute all masses in the corresponding reference spectrum [5,18].
We do not go into the details here and refer the reader to the literature.
The utilized biochemistry sometimes leads to mass modifications of fragment masses, such as +18 Da for an
additional H2O group, and to terminal fragments (corresponding to beginning and end of the sample string) that
usually differ in mass from non-terminal fragments. Also, biological cleavage reactions for proteins usually have more
than one cleavage character and the cleavage reaction is suppressed in the presence of certain prohibition characters,
following the cleavage character in the sequence. We will ignore all these modifications of the model for readability.
An extensive treatment how to extend the model can be found in [19].
In Section 7, we confine our analysis to collision-induced dissociation by tandem mass spectrometry. There, we
break the peptide string s into all prefixes and suffixes of s.
3. Spectrum alignment
Let S = {p1, . . . , pn}, S ′ = {p′1, . . . , p′n′ } be the two spectra of length n and n′, respectively, that we want to match.
We want to construct a peak matching, that is: a bijective map π :S∗ → S ′∗ where S∗ ⊆ S and S ′∗ ⊆ S ′ are the matched
peaks, while all other peaks remain unmatched. We assume that the map π is a bijection, but we describe below how
to deal with many-to-one matchings.
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function score for single peak matching:
score :
(S ∪ {ε})× (S ′ ∪ {ε′})→ R
where ε and ε′ denote special “gap” peaks and score(ε, ε′) := −∞. Different gap peaks are needed to allow the two
spectra to have different additional peak attributes.
For pi ∈ S and p′j ∈ S ′, score(pi,p′j ) is the score of matching peaks pi in S and p′j in S ′; score(pi, ε′) is the
score of a missing peak pi in S not present in S ′; and score(ε,p′j ) is the score of an additional peak p′j in S ′ not
present in S .
In the following, we do not make any assumptions regarding the peak scoring function score. It is clear that such
a scoring function must be based on the peaks attributes, such as mass or intensity: for example, if mi is the mass of
peak pi ∈ S and m′j the mass of peak p′j ∈ S ′, then score(pi,p′j ) should be the higher, the smaller the mass difference
|mi − m′j | is. The presented framework allows us to mimic any additive or multiplicative scoring scheme, such as that
used by MASCOT [5] or log likelihood peak scoring [20]. We will discuss some details of useful scoring schemes in
the next section.
Now, the score of the matching π :S∗ → S ′∗ is the sum of scores of the peak matchings:
(1)score(π) =
∑
pi∈S∗
score
(
pi,π(pi)
)+ ∑
pi∈S\S∗
score(pi, ε
′) +
∑
p′j∈S ′\S ′∗
score(ε,p′j ).
We are searching for a maximal score among all matchings.
Example 6. Using only peak masses for scoring, we define a peak counting score by setting
score(pi,p
′
j ) =
{
1, if |mi − m′j | δ
0, otherwise
for all pi ∈ S and p′j ∈ S ′ having masses mi and m′j , respectively, and for some fixed mass difference δ ∈ R. Setting
gap scores score(pi, ε′) = score(ε,p′j ) = 0, we simply count the number of peaks we can match with a mass difference
of at most δ.
To exclude meaningless matchings, we only allow non-intersecting peak matchings. Peak matchings are non-
intersecting, if the following conditions holds:
mi < mj if and only if m′i′ < m
′
j ′
for all pi,pj ∈ S∗ mapping p′i′ = π(pi) and p′j ′ = π(pj ). Since we require masses to be ordered in a spectrum, this
monotonicity condition of masses is equivalent to a monotonicity condition of peak indices as for pi,pj ,p′i′,p
′
j ′ as
above, we have that “i < j ⇐⇒ i′ < j ′”. In this sense, the bijection π is strictly monotonic and is hence uniquely
determined by the choice of subsets S∗ ⊆ S and S ′∗ ⊆ S ′.
These considerations show that we are searching for an alignment between the two spectra S and S ′. Computing
the optimal, i.e. highest scoring, alignment can be done efficiently using Dynamic Programming, and we define the
well-known recurrence relation for the (n + 1) × (n′ + 1) matrix E by
E[0,0] = 0
E[i + 1,0] = E[i,0] + score(pi+1, ε′)
E[0, j ′ + 1] = E[0, j ′] + score(ε,p′j ′+1)
(2)E[i + 1, j ′ + 1] = max
⎧⎨
⎩
E[i, j ′ + 1] + score(pi+1, ε′),
E[i + 1, j ′] + score(ε,p′
j ′+1),
E[i, j ′] + score(pi+1,p′j ′+1)
⎫⎬
⎭
using the familiar boundary conditions. Now, score(S,S ′) = E[n,n′] holds the score of an optimal alignment between
S,S ′, and we can find all such optimal alignments by backtracking through the matrix E.
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ing and additional peaks: For missing peaks, we have transformed the raw data of the mass spectrum into a peak
list discarding candidates whose intensity falls below a given threshold. Hence, slight changes of this threshold can
dramatically change scores that do not take into account peak intensities. For additional peaks, similar arguments
apply.
It should be understood that for reasonable peak scorings, we do not have to fill in the complete matrix E: We
can expect that score(pi,p′j ) decreases as the mass difference |pi − p′j | increases. In particular, score(pi,p′j ) will
be very small for high mass differences, because there is no reason to match two peaks that are, say, 1000 Da apart.
On the contrary, scores score(pi, ε′) and score(ε,p′j ) are mostly independent of peak masses. Let θ be a lower bound
of score(pi, ε′) and score(ε,p′j ). From the above, we may assume that there exists some mass difference δ such that
score(p,p′)  2θ for all peaks with |p − p′|  δ. So, it suffices to fill in only those parts of the matrix E where
|pi − p′j | is not too large. The optimal alignment can then be calculated by “banded” dynamic programming in time
O(|C| + |S| + |S ′|) where C := {(i, j): |pi − p′j | δ} is the set of potential matches: for every peak pi there exist
indices j0, j1 such that |pi − p′j | δ if and only if j ∈ {j0, . . . , j1}. Going from i to i + 1 we only have to increase
the pointers j0, j1.
Example 7. Given two spectra S := {p1, . . . , p4} and S ′ := {p′1, . . . , p′5}, let {m1, . . . ,m4} = {200,510,705,850} and{m′1, . . . ,m′5} = {200,300,500,515,700} be their peak masses. For δ = 10 and the “peak counting score” introduced
in Example 6, one can easily calculate E[4,5] = 3, so an optimal alignment matches three peaks.
E[i, j ′] ε′ 200 300 500 515 700
ε 0 0 0 0 0 0
200 0 1 1 1 1 1
510 0 1 1 2 2 2
705 0 1 1 2 2 3
850 0 1 1 2 2 3
If we use the slightly more complex function
score(pi,p
′
j ) := 2 −
1
5
|mi − m′j | and score(pi, ε′) = score(ε,p′j ) = −1
for all i, j then the matrix E[i, j ′] is:
E[i, j ′] ε′ 200 300 500 515 700
ε 0 −1 −2 −3 −4 −5
200 −1 2 1 0 −1 −2
510 −2 1 0 1 1 0
705 −3 0 −1 0 0 2
850 −4 −1 −2 −1 −1 1
For readability, we print masses mi and m′j instead of indices i and j in these tables. We have grayed out those entries
of E[i, j ′] that need not to be calculated. So, an optimal alignment has score E[4,5] = 1; we can achieve this score
matching m1 = 200 with m′1 = 200, m2 = 510 with m′4 = 515, and m3 = 705 with m′5 = 700.
4. Many-to-one peak matchings and scoring functions
We now concentrate on matching a single sample mass spectrum to a multitude of reference spectra generated in
silico.
So far, we have not elaborated on how to choose peak score score(·,·). To this end, we define a global peak scoring
function Ψ : (M×A)× (M×A′) → R that maps a reference peak p ∈M×A and a sample peak p′ ∈M×A′ to a
peak score Ψ (p,p′). This map is independent of an actual reference or sample spectrum, and even actual peaks. Note
that we do allow different additional peak attributes in the two spectra, but require the same mass range. Now, we
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function Ψ (p,p′) := 2 − 15 |m − m′|.
Example 8. Assume that sample peak masses are normally distributed around the ideal peak mass m. The variance
of this distribution may also depend on m, since large mass errors appear more often in high mass regions, but here
we concentrate on a constant variance σ¯ 2. If we want to positively score, say, 95% of all sample peaks (so, the mass
difference must be smaller than approximately 2σ¯ ), we can define
(3)Ψ (p,p′) := 1 − P(Z > −z and Z < z)
where z := |m − m′|/σ¯ and Z ∼N (0,1). Then, Ψ (p,p) = 1 and Ψ (p,p′) ≈ 0 holds for |m − m′| = 2σ¯ .
Choosing a “good” peak scoring function highly depends on the underlying application, and surely is a problem of
its own.
We also have to score additional peaks by score(ε, ·) and missing peaks by score(·, ε′). To this end, let Ψ add :M×
A′ → R and Ψ miss :M×A→ R be two functions that score an additional peak p′ ∈ S ′, or a missing peak p ∈ S .
These functions can be defined constant as in Example 7, but as mentioned before, it is also reasonable to take into
account peak intensities as well as experience about experimental settings.
We introduce some notations that will be of use when calculating the significance of an alignment score. Given a
fixed sample spectrum S ′, we concentrate on a single sample peak p′j ∈ S ′ and abbreviate:
Ψj :M×A→ R, where Ψj (p) := Ψ (p,p′j ) for p ∈M×A.
Similarly, we write Ψ addj := Ψ add(p′j ) for additional and Ψ missi := Ψ miss(pi) for missing peaks.
To simplify computations, we postulate that every peak scoring function has finite and compact support: That is,
Ψj (p) is above a certain threshold if and only if the mass m of p is inside the interval [m1,m2] for masses m1,m2.
In the discrete case, the support {m1, . . . ,m2} of Ψj is denoted Uj , and reference peaks with mass m /∈ Uj will never
be matched to sample peak p′j . We further require that the support of two peaks p′j ,p′j+1 ∈ S ′ does not intersect, and
we can achieve this by shrinking overlapping support.
Often, we want to match a single sample peak to one or more reference peaks. The simplest incorporation of such
many-to-one peak matchings is as follows: We simply add scores of matching a sample peak p′j to all reference peaks
pi with mass mi ∈ Uj , and if there is no such reference peak, we score peak p′j by Ψ addj . Now,
(4)scorem2o(S,S ′) :=
∑
p′j∈S ′
∑
pi∈S,mi∈Uj
Ψj (pi) +
∑
p′j additional
Ψ addj +
∑
pi missing
Ψ miss(pi)
where “p′j additional” runs over those p′j ∈ S ′ where there is no pi ∈ S with mi ∈ Uj ; and “pi missing” runs over
those pi ∈ S where there is no p′j ∈ S ′ with mi ∈ Uj . We can compute scorem2o in time O(|S| · |S ′|), or O(|C| +
|S| + |S ′|) where C is again the set of potential matches.
For a particular reference spectrum S , it is useful to take into account interferences if additional peak attributes
such as intensity are known: Peak intensities are mostly additive, and a sample peak that is matched to two or more
reference peaks should show an intensity that is the sum of intensities of the reference peaks. We can modify the
spectrum alignment of Section 3 to take into account multiple matches, by trying to align a single sample peak to
more than only the last reference peaks in the dynamic programming recurrence (2). Such merging alignment can be
computed in time O(|S| · |S ′| · k) where k denotes the maximal number of reference peaks with masses that fall into
the support of any single sample peak. Omitting the details we just note that computations are usually faster than this
worst-case runtime suggests.
5. Character-specific cleavage of random strings
We now concentrate on the case that the measured mass spectra come from biochemical experiments involving
character-specific cleavage, such as tryptic digestion of amino acids or RNAse digestion of nucleotides, as defined in
Definition 5.
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we need to compute the contribution of a peak p with mass m to an overall alignment score in the above setting.
That is, we need to compute the occurrence probability that at least one fragment of mass m occurs in a random
string s ∈ ΣL of some given length L. We assume the characters of s to be drawn independently with uniform
probabilities 1/|Σ |. Generalizations of this model to other distributions and cleavage reactions can be found in [19].
Formally, let Σx := Σ − {x} be the alphabet without cleavage character. For m ∈ N and L ∈ N let S[L,m] be the
set of strings of length L that have at least one fragment of mass m:
(5)S[L,m] := {s ∈ ΣL: s contains fragment y ∈ Σ∗x with μ(y) = m}.
We want to compute the occurrence probability p[L,m] = P(s ∈ S[L,m]) of a fragment of mass m in a random string
s ∈ ΣL. Again, let mmax be the largest mass to consider, lmax the length of the longest possible fragment and assume
all masses to be integers.
For later use, we first compute the number d[m] of fragments y ∈ Σ∗x having mass μ(y) = m. It is computer science
folklore that we can compute this number using the simple recurrence relation d[0] := 1 and
(6)d[m] =
∑
σ∈Σ,μ(σ)m
d
[
m − μ(σ)] for m 0.
Computing d[·] takes O(|Σ | · mmax) time, and storing it requires O(mmax) space.
Now, for a length l and a mass m ∈ N, let c[l,m] denote the number of strings y ∈ Σlx such that μ(y) = m. We can
compute c[·,·] by initializing c[0,0] := 1, c[0,m] := 0 for all m > 0, and the recurrence relation
c[l,m] =
∑
σ∈Σx,μ(σ)m
c
[
l − 1,m − μ(σ)]
for l  1 and m  0. Note that c[l,m] = 0 for l < m/μmax as well as for l > m/μmin. Computing c[·,·] takes
O(|Σ | · lmax · mmax) time, and storing it requires O(lmax · mmax) space.
Combining c[l,m] with our random string model gives us the fragment probability f [l,m] that a string s ∈ Σ∗ has
a first fragment y = s1:l of mass m and length l.
Lemma 9. The fragment probability f [l,m] is given by
f [l,m] := P(s1:l ∈ Σlx, μ(s1:l ) = m, sl+1 = x)= c[l,m](|Σ | − 1)l · 1|Σ | ·
(
1 − 1|Σ |
)l
for l < |s| and f [|s|,m] = c[|s|,m]
(|Σ |−1)|s| · (1 − 1|Σ | )|s|. The probability of the complementary event to have a fragment of
length l not having mass m is
f¯ [l,m] =
(
1 − c[l,m]
(|Σ | − 1)l
)
·
(
1 − 1|Σ |
)l
· 1|Σ | ,
and f¯ [0,m] = 1/|Σ | in particular.
Proof. Recall that the cleavage character is not part of the fragment. Thus, the probability to have a first fragment
of length l is the probability to see l non-cleavage characters directly followed by the cleavage character x. This
probability is given from the geometric distribution by (1 − 1/|Σ |)l · 1/|Σ |. There are Σlx strings of length l having
no cleavage character. Among them, c[l,m] have required mass m.
Clearly, the first fragment can only be as long as the string itself. In this case, the first fragment is identical with
the string and no cleavage character is needed to end the fragment.
Fragments of length 0 have to be treated if a string starts with a cleavage character. 
Using the fragment probabilities, we can finally compute the occurrence probabilities by looking at the comple-
mentary event p¯[L,m] := 1 − p[L,m] to have no fragment of mass m in a random string of length L.
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p¯[0,m] = 1, and the recurrence relation
(7)p¯[L,m] = f¯ [L,m] +
L∑
l=1
p¯[L − l,m] · f¯ [l − 1,m].
Proof. Consider the empty string: Clearly, it does not have a fragment of mass m and thus the initial condition holds.
Let us denote the first occurrence of a cleavage character x in string s of length L > 0 by t (x) and set t (x) =
L + 1 if s does not contain a cleavage character. Then, the prefix s1:t (x)−1 is the first fragment of s. Because of the
independence of characters, the masses of fragments in the remaining suffix st (x)+1:L are independent of the mass of
the first fragment, given t (x). The probability that s has no fragment of mass m is thus the product of the probability
that its first fragment does not have mass m and the remaining suffix contains no fragment of this mass:
p¯[L,m] = f¯ [t (x) − 1,m] · p¯[L − t (x),m].
Summing over all possible values 1 . . .L of t (x) and explicitly taking care of the special case t (x) = L + 1 with the
f¯ [L,m] term gives the stated result. 
Eq. (7) is essentially a convolution over string-lengths to cover all possible lengths of the first fragment and the
remaining suffix that sum up to length L. Moreover, the equation does not count strings twice; the length of the first
fragment partitions the set of strings of length L into non-overlapping subsets.
Let us briefly investigate the particular case L = 1 in some more detail: The recurrence then reduces to p¯[1,m] =
f¯ [1,m] + f¯ [0,m]. The first term is the probability that the first (and only) fragment has length 1, i.e. is the string
itself. The second term corresponds to s = x, i.e. the string is a cleavage character. This event has probability 1/|Σ |(=
f¯ [0,m]) independent of m, and the first fragment as well as the suffix are empty, i.e. both do not have mass m with
probability 1.
A naive implementation of the recurrence given in Theorem 10 would require O(L2max · mmax) time. It is however
possible do exploit some dependencies among successive computations.
Lemma 11. The occurrence probabilities can be computed in time O(Lmax · lmax ·mmax) using the recurrence equation
of Theorem 10.
Proof. Recall that c[l,m] = 0 for l > lmax. In this case, f¯ [l,m] = (1−1/|Σ |)l ·1/|Σ | and thus, f¯ [l,m] is independent
of m. Then, f¯ [l,m] = (1 − 1/|Σ |) · f¯ [l − 1,m]. Now consider the case that p¯[L,m] has been computed up to some
L > lmax. The next entry would then be p¯[L + 1,m] = f¯ [L,m] +∑L+1l=1 p¯[L + 1 − l,m] · f¯ [l − 1,m]. We can split
the sum in a part to lmax and the rest:
p¯[L + 1,m] = f¯ [L,m] +
lmax∑
l=1
p¯[L + 1 − l,m] · f¯ [l − 1,m] +
L+1∑
lmax+1
p¯[L + 1 − l,m] · f¯ [l − 1,m].
Using an index shift l → l + 1 in the last sum and the fact that we can compute f¯ [l,m] from f¯ [l − 1,m] if l > lmax,
we get
p¯[L + 1,m] = f¯ [L,m] +
lmax∑
l=1
p¯[L + 1 − l,m] · f¯ [l − 1,m] +
(
1 − 1|Σ |
)
· p¯[L − lmax,m] · f¯ [lmax − 1,m]
+
(
1 − 1|Σ |
)
·
(
L∑
l=lmax+1
p¯[L − l,m] · f¯ [l − 1,m]
)
.
The first three terms take O(lmax) to compute, the last sum has already been computed for p¯[L,m] and is now available
in O(1) if we stored it in that step or in O(lmax) if it has to be recomputed from p¯[L,m]. 
We give two short examples on the size of these tables which also show that usually, the factor lmax is neglectable
in applications.
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maximal string length of Lmax = 1000 . . .3000. It is thus feasible to do exact computations and store p in memory.
Using the amino acid alphabet, we have μmin ≈ 500, yielding a maximal detectable fragment length lmax ≈ 60.
Other applications such as bacteria identification from nucleic acids patterns [21] may require more than 108 entries
using mmax ≈ 100 000 for mass accuracy 0.1 Da, and Lmax ≈ 1000. In this case, μmin ≈ 2892 and we get lmax ≈ 35.
To reduce memory consumption, we can leave out those rows p[·,m] where m has no decomposition as a fragment
y ∈ Σ∗x with μ(y) = m. Furthermore, we can usually discard columns p[L, ·] where L is below a certain lower
bound Lmin.
For the tryptic digestion of amino acids, the enzyme cleaves after the C-terminus of both lysine (K) and arginine (R)
except before proline (P). We can capture this by a recurrence similar to (7) computable with the same time complexity,
see [19] for details.
Example 13. We consider the alphabet Σ := {A,B,C,D} with cleavage character x := D, and masses μ(A) = 3,
μ(B) = 5, and μ(C) = 6. Computation of c[·,·] is straightforward, for example c[5,20] = c[4,14] + c[4,15] +
c[4,17] = 4 + 4 + 12 = 20. For m := 20, the complete column c[l,20] reads:
l 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7+
c[l,20] 0 0 0 0 13 20 6 0
For computing p[L,m] we use the recurrence of Theorem 10:
L 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
p[L,m] 0 0 0 0 13256 461024 1634096 71216384 314265536 13575262144 586531048576
So, p[10,20] = 586531048576 = 0.05593 . . . is the probability to draw a string s ∈ Σ10 that generates a fragment of mass
m = 20.
6. Significance of alignment scores
Using alignment scores as introduced above allows us to select a best-scoring simulated reference spectrum from,
say, a database of sequences. But what are the chances that this score can be achieved by chance alone? Using the
occurrence probabilities from Section 5, we can now compute the contribution of individual peaks p′j of a sample
spectrum S ′ to the total score. We will analyse the many-to-one matching scenario because it allows us to model
alignment scores using only mild independence assumptions. We again consider the simple random model of random
strings s with uniformly drawn characters. For better readability, we confine ourselves to peaks having mass as their
only attribute and identify a peak p with its mass m, e.g. writing Ψj (m) for Ψj (p).
Recall that p[L,m] is the probability that the random string s generates a fragment y with mass μ(y) = m. Our
goal is to define a random variable as the score of matching sample peak p′j to all “adequate” peaks of the reference
spectrum.
First, let Xmatchj be the random variable that sums the scores over all peaks in the reference spectrum S that we can
match with peak p′j : For m ∈ Uj we use S[L,m] from (5) and define
Xmatchj (s) :=
∑
m∈Uj
Ψj (m) · 1
(
s ∈ S[L,m])
where 1(·) denotes the indicator function. Assuming independence, we can easily see
(8)E(Xmatchj )= ∑
m∈Uj
p[L,m] · Ψj (m)
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(9)Var(Xmatchj )= ∑
m∈Uj
p[L,m] · Ψj (m)2 −
(
E
(
Xmatchj
))2
.
Second, if there is no peak in the reference spectrum with mass m ∈ Uj , then the sample peak p′j is an additional
peak and must be penalized by adding Ψ addj = score(ε,p′j ) to the spectrum score. We define the random variable
Xaddj (s) := Ψ addj · 1
(
s /∈
⋃
m∈Uj
S[L,m]
)
for the “additional peak score”. To simplify computations, we assume independence of the events that s generates
fragments of distinct masses. Then, the probability that Xaddj (s) = Ψ addj holds, is
(10)P(Xaddj (s) = Ψ addj )≈ p¯j := ∏
m∈Uj
p¯[L,m].
Now, the expected additional score of peak p′j and its variance are given by
E
(
Xaddj
)= p¯j · Ψ addj
and
Var
(
Xaddj
)= p¯j · (Ψ addj )2 − (E(Xaddj ))2.
We estimate expected value and variance of the random variable Xj := Xmatchj + Xaddj as
(11)E(Xj ) = E
(
Xmatchj
)+ E(Xaddj )
and
(12)Var(Xj ) = Var
(
Xmatchj
)+ Var(Xaddj )− 2E(Xmatchj ) · E(Xaddj )
in view of
Cov
(
Xmatchj ,X
add
j
)= E(Xmatchj · Xaddj )− E(Xmatchj ) · E(Xaddj )= −E(Xmatchj ) · E(Xaddj )
because either Xmatchj (s) = 0 or Xaddj (s) = 0 holds for all s ∈ SL,m.
Now, we consider peaks in the reference spectrum that we cannot match to a peak of the sample spectrum. Define
M+ :=⋃n′j=1 Uj as the support of all peak scoring functions, then M− :=M \M+ is the set of reference masses
that cannot be matched with any sample peak. Any reference peak p with mass m ∈M− is therefore a missing peak,
and must be penalized by Ψ miss(m). We define random variables Xmissm for m ∈M− by Xmissm (s) := Ψ miss(m) if the
reference string s generates a fragment of mass m, and Xmissm (s) := 0 otherwise. We easily calculate
(13)E(Xmissm )= p[L,m] · Ψ miss(m)
and
(14)Var(Xmissm )= p[L,m] · Ψ miss(m)2 − (E(Xmissm ))2.
We can compute
∑
m∈M p[L,m] · Ψ miss(m) and
∑
m∈M p[L,m] · Ψ miss(m)2 during preprocessing, what allows us
to limit computations to masses m ∈M+ in (16).
Finally, the random variable X is the total score of aligning the reference spectrum of a string s ∈ ΣL to the sample
mass spectrum S ′ = {p′1, . . . , p′n′ }, see (4). From the above,
(15)X =
n′∑
j=1
Xj +
∑
m∈M−
Xmissm
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(16)E(X) =
n′∑
j=1
E(Xj ) +
∑
m∈M−
E
(
Xmissm
)
and its variance as
(17)Var(X) =
n′∑
j=1
Var(Xj ) +
∑
m∈M−
Var
(
Xmissm
)
.
Also, X is the sum of many nearly independent random variables, so X can be approximated by a normal distribution
N (μ¯, σ¯ 2) with mean μ¯ := E(X) and variance σ¯ 2 := Var(X) using the central limit theorem.
In the above calculations, we had to assume independence of random variables though these variables are slightly
correlated. To show that our estimations are accurate in application settings we have performed simulations, see
Section 8.
Suppose we have computed an alignment score sc := score(S,S ′) for a sample mass spectrum S ′ and a reference
mass spectrum S generated in silico from a string s. This was done using either the simple many-to-one alignment
of Section 4, or the more elaborate merging alignment. This score is now a realization of the random variable X as
defined above using S ′ and the length L of the sample string s from which the reference spectrum S was derived.
We can compute the expectation μ¯ and variance σ¯ 2 of X in constant space and O(|M+|) = O(|S ′| · u) time, where
u = maxj |Uj | is the maximal width of any support. We can then compute the p-value of sc using Z ∼N (0,1) and
the equation
(18)P(X  sc) ≈ P
(
Z  sc − μ¯
σ¯
)
.
7. Collision-induced dissociation of random strings
So far, we did only consider statistics of fragments resulting from character-specific cleavage. Let us now focus on
the second important technique to identify proteins by mass spectrometry: Collision induced dissociation of peptides
by tandem mass spectrometry. Here, we break the peptide string s of known parent mass M into all prefixes and
suffixes of s. We concentrate on the main ion series (b/y-ions) and ignore mass modifications of b/y-ions (addition H
group for b-ions, additional H3O group for y-ions) for the sake of readability. Again, we can easily incorporate these
mass modifications as well as other ion series.
We require all masses to be natural numbers. The peaks detected in the sample mass spectrum correspond to
prefixes and suffixes of the amino acid string s. Regarding s, we know its parent mass M := μ(s). So, we want to
uniformly sample from the set S[M] := {s ∈ Σ∗: μ(s) = M}. What is the probability that any such string has a prefix
or suffix y of mass μ(y) = m? Recall that we can easily compute the number of strings s ∈ S[M] with μ(s) = m
using (6).
The surprisingly simple result of this section is:
Theorem 14. Let d[m] denote the number of strings s ∈ Σ∗ with μ(s) = m. For parent mass M ∈ N, let s be a string
uniformly drawn from the set of strings S[M] with mass M . The probability that s has a prefix of mass m ∈ {1, . . . ,M},
is
(19)q˜[M,m] := 1
d[M]d[m]d[M − m].
Set m¯ := min{m,M − m}, then the probability that s has a prefix or suffix of mass m, is
(20)q[M,m] := 1
d[M]
(
2d[m¯]d[M − m¯] − d[m¯]2d[M − 2m¯]).
Theorem 14 allows us to compute q[M,m] in constant time, if d[·] is known.
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of mass μ(y) = m. Analogously, let b[M] denote the number of strings in S[M] that have a prefix of mass m1, or a
prefix of mass m2, for fixed prefix masses m1 m2. The proof of Theorem 14 is based on the following observations:
Lemma 15. Let M ∈ N denote the parent mass. If mM is the forced prefix mass, then
b˜[M] = d[m]d[M − m].
If m1 m2 M are the forced prefix masses, then
b[M] = d[m1]d[M − m1] + d[m2]d[M − m2] − d[m1]d[m2 − m1]d[M − m2].
Proof. First, we ask for the number of strings s ∈ Σ∗ with prefix mass m and parent mass M . This implies that s
is of the form s = yz for strings y, z ∈ Σ∗ with μ(y) = m and μ(z) = M − m. As we can combine any two such
prefix/suffix strings, and since there exist d[m] such prefixes and d[M − m] such suffixes, we conclude b˜[M] =
d[m]d[M − m].
The second part of the lemma follows by inclusion/exclusion arguments: From the previous, we know that there
exist d[m1]d[M −m1] strings with prefix mass m1, and d[m2]d[M −m2] strings with prefix mass m2. From this, we
have to subtract the number of strings that contain both m1 and m2 as a prefix mass, and this number is d[m1]d[m2 −
m1]d[M − m2]. 
The proof of Theorem 14 then follows immediately from the definitions.
Example 16. Set Σ := {A,B,C}, μ(A) = 3, μ(B) = 4, and μ(C) = 6. Let m := 8 be the prefix/suffix mass. We
compute the table d as follows: We can compute b˜ and b for m1 := m and m2 := M − m by a recurrence similar to
that for computing d[·]: We use recurrence relation (6) on b˜, b except that we force b˜[0] := b[0] := 0, b˜[m] := b[m] :=
d[m], and b[M − m] := d[M − m]. For string mass M  20 we get (columns containing only zeros not shown):
M 0 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
d[·] 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 5 3 6 10 9 12 21 22 27 43 52
b˜[·] 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 3 5 3 6
b[·] 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 6 0 2 7 6 3 15 13 11
Using Lemma 15 we calculate b˜[20] = d[8]d[20 − 8] = 1 · 6 = 6 as expected. The probability to draw a string
s ∈ S[20] with prefix or suffix of mass m = 8, is
q[20,8] = 1
d[20]
(
2d[8]d[12] − d[8]2d[4])= 1
52
(2 · 1 · 6 − 12 · 1) = 11
52
= 0.2115 . . . .
We want to stress that we cannot estimate q[M,m] by 2q˜[M,m] − q˜[M,m]2, assuming independence of events:
For example, let M := 20 and m := 10, then this estimation gets 2 5·552 − 25·2552·52 = 0.7303 . . . . But every string s with
μ(s) = 20 has a prefix y with μ(y) = 10 if and only if it has a suffix y′ with μ(y′) = 10! So, these events are
completely dependent, and we find q[20,10] = q˜[20,10] = 2552 = 0.4807 . . . .
Analogously to Section 5, we define random variables Xmatchj , X
add
j , and Xmissm to estimate mean and variance of
alignment scores. Here the set of relevant strings is
S[M,m] := {s ∈ S[M]: s has prefix or suffix of mass m}.
Usually, estimation of mean and variance is analogous to Section 5 replacing p[L,m] by q[M,m], see (8) and (13).
The major difference is computation of p¯j for the random variable Xaddj in (10): We may safely expect that |Uj | < μmin
is smaller than the minimal mass of any character. This implies that some string cannot have two prefixes (or two
suffixes) with masses both in the support Uj . Assuming disjointness of the remaining cases we reach
P
(
Xaddj (s) = Ψ addj
)≈ p¯j := 1 − ∑
m=U
q[M,m].
j
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Finally, the random variable X =∑j Xj +∑m∈M− Xmissm is the total score of aligning the reference spectrum of a
string s ∈ S[M] to the sample mass spectrum S ′. Again, we must assume that these random variables are independent,
what is less correct than in the previous section, because peaks with mass differences of character masses are clearly
correlated. Simulations on how to correct the resulting skew of the estimated variance are currently executed. The
remaining calculations are analogous to Section 5, and we can compute the p-value of the alignment score.
8. Results
We want to asses the quality of our estimations for tryptic digestion of amino acids as described above. We use
integer masses with accuracy Δ = 0.1, and the following scoring scheme: Additional and missing peaks are penalized
with score −0.2, matched peaks are given the Gaussian score described in Example 8 using a standard deviation of
2 Da and a threshold of 95%. We do the following for L = 350,500: We draw a random sample string of length L and
simulate its cleavage pattern under tryptic digestion. Then, we draw 250 000 random strings of length L and compute
the alignment score for the respective mass spectra. Finally, we estimate mean and variance of a normal distribution
using the method of Section 6. To demonstrate the correctness of the normal distribution assumption, normal-quantile–
Fig. 1. Simulation results: Distribution of scores for randomly drawn strings (solid line) and normal distribution estimated using the method of
Section 5 (dashed line) as well as quantile–quantile-plot for normal distribution for length L = 350 (top) and L = 500 (bottom).
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quantiles of a normal distribution (see e.g. [22] for details); a straight line would indicate a perfect agreement between
the two distributions. The plots in Fig. 1 clearly show that our approach allows quite accurate estimation of the
distribution of scores.
9. Discussion and improvements
We presented a general approach for aligning two mass spectra and, in particular, aligning a sample spectrum and a
(theoretically predicted) reference spectrum. Our approach allows very general and flexible scoring schemes that may
take into account not only masses, but also arbitrary other peak attributes such as intensity or area-under-curve. This
approach also allows un-symmetric scores, so we can score measured intensities, which currently cannot be predicted
from sequence.
To assess the significance of an alignment score, we showed that the score distribution, unlike sequence alignment
scores, can be approximated by a normal distribution. We gave a general approach to compute the moments, in
particular the expectation and variance, of the score distribution in linear time, which allows to estimate the p-value
of the score.
Regarding substrings of certain mass in a random string, we presented efficient methods to compute occurrence
probabilities. We believe that this approach will allow for generalizations to related questions in the context of
weighted strings.
We are currently evaluating spectrum alignments of tryptic digestion data using protein databases. In particular,
scoring schemes are tested for their discriminative power and compared to existing approaches such as MASCOT. We
will also integrate our algorithms into the in-house PRODB system [23].
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